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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT HIGH SPEEDS OF RELATED FULL-SCALE
PROPIWLEIW HAVING DIFFERENT BLADE-SECTION CAMBERS 1

By JULIAN D. NIAYNAED and LELAND B. SALTER% JR.

SUMMARY

Wind-tunnel tats of a fti-scale two-blude NACA 10-
(10) (08)-03 (high camber)propeller havebeen mudefor a range
of bfudeanglesfrom 20° to 66° at airspeeds up i%600 miltx per
hour. The resw?tsof thae tests have been comparedwith mu-h
from previou-stesi%of the NACA 10-(3] (08)-03 (.?owcamber]
andNACA l&(6)(08)-03 (mediumcamber)propellers to evai?u-
ate the e$ects of blade-sectioncamber on propeUeraerodynamic
cllaractitizs.

Maximum propeller _ for cruise and h@h-speed con-
ditions of operation ai &critical Mach numbers ix indicated
jor bladeshaving a dwign lift coej%ient (design camber) at the
0,7 radius of 0.46 to 0.60, pr&d NACA 16-seria sections
are u.wo?. Although bti with higher dem@ lift wq@iem!s
have a lower &mum q%iency, tkg huve a more eztimkve
range of thud ca@2ienti for ej%ient operation. At the design
operating IXWUWianthe high-camberpropeller produced 80 per-
cent more thrust and absorbed83 percent we power than the
low-camber propeUer. Becuuxe of its high power-absorption
qualities the propeff.erwith a high o?e@n lijl coem h mwch
more ejichmtfor tie-of and climb condiiti of operation thum
propellers with low deI@ lift coej%iem%. The blade-sectim
ck%gn Ji$ttoe-t of the NACA 16-seriw airfoils may be in-
cremed up to a tm?ueof 1.0 at #w 0.7 radius wiz%% attainment
of maximum propeller e~ m high as 90 percent if the
helical iip Mach number is kept below0.86.

At ?w-licaltip Mach numbers up to 1.14 the muoimum qfi-
cienyat thetibkui% angkof 46°ishigbfor the low-
camberand medium-camb~ propeUersthunfor the high-camber
propel-h. The h~h-cambm propeUer, however, is wefu.1 for
conditions of operation at which high th?wstti required at mod-
erti speedi. The critical tip Mach number h lowered by an
increase in blade-seciion design cumlwr, bui h supercriiid
tip Mach number ai which recoverLIof tlwwt occurs h lower for
tlu high-cumb~ propel.1.erthanfor the low-camberpropel-kr.

INTRODUCTION

A general investigation of the aexodpwnic eharacteristica
of n series of full-scale 10-footdiameter propellers is being
made in the Langley 16-foot high-speed tunnel. The
purpose of the investigation is to determine the combined
influence of propeller-design parameters and compressibility
upon propeller performance. The blade designs embody

systematic variations in blade width, thiokncss ratio, shank
form, blade airfoil section, and design lift coefficient or
camber. All the bladea were designed to operate with a
minimum induced-energy loss when the blade angle at the
0.7 iadius is 45° and the blado is operating at an advance
ratio of 2.1.

The fit results of the full-scale propeller tests are given in
references 1 and 2, which present the aerodynamic character-
istics of the NACA 10-(3) (O8)-I)3and NACA 10-(5)(08)-03
propellers. This report presents the aerodynamic character-
istics of the NACA 10-(10)(08)-03 propeller and completes
the investigation of related propellers differing in blade-
section design lift coefficient or camber. The purpose of the
present report is to make a comparison of the performance
data for the NACA 10-(10)(08)-03 propeller with the data
eontaiued in references 1 and 2 to afford an evaluation of
the eflects of blade-section camber on propeller aerodynamic
characteristics. A comparison is also made with the results
of model-propeller tests presented in reference 3.

The selection of blade-section camber is of increasing
importance in the design of propellers for high speeds
because of the penalties in take-off and climb performance
incurred by a reduction in camber to obtain higher critical
lMach numbers for the blade sections. Limitations of the
testing equipment prevent a complete and thorough analysis
of the problem. The brief analysis presented herein includes
only the primary eilects of camber on propeller performance.

SYMBOLS

b blade width, ft

c. Ppropeller power coeiiicient, —
pri+LY

c. Tpropeller thrust coefficient, —
pn2D

cl blad-section lift ccdicient
cla blade-section design lift cmftlcient
D propeller diameter, ft
h blade-section mtium Ihicknws, ft
J propeller advance ratio, V/nD
M air-stream Mach number

M,
‘e’cdtip’’whnmbe’”m

n propeller rotational speed, rps

! Supersedesdc&.Mllcd NAOA R~ MemorandumIXS08by JullanD. MaynardandIalmd B. Salters,Jr..1948.
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P power absorbed by propeller, ft-lb/sec
Ap difhrence between local pressure at point on airfoil

surface and static pressure in undisturbed stream,
lb/sq ft

!2 dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
Ap/q pressure coefficient
T propeller thrust, lb
v airapeed, fps
x fraction of propeller tip radius

angle of attack, deg .

; blade angle at any radius, deg
PO.WZ blade angle at 0.75 tip radius, deg

T propelbr efficiency, J$$

P mass density-of air, slugs/cu ft

APPARATUS

PROPELLER DYNAMOBf13TEE

The dynamometer used to test the propellers is powered
by two 1000-homepowor electric motors arranged in tandem
and coupled for the present tests to allow the power of both
motors to be expended through a single propeller. A
variable-frequency power supply affords an accurate speed
control from 300 to 2100 rpm with a pertilble overspeed
up to 228o rpm. Photographs of the dynamometer are
shown in figures 1 and 2, and a diagram showing the impor-
tant dimensions of the propeller dynamometer and its
location with respect to the Langley 16-footkmnel test
section is shown in figure 3. A detailed description of all
the test apparatus and the methods of measuring thrust and
torque is presented in reference 1. The fairing profile was
calculated from a distribution of sources and sinks to pro-
duce n body of revolution with uniform axial velocity in the
plane of the propeller. This axial-velocity dish?ibution has
been checked experimentally and found to be uniform within
1 percent. The gap between the propelIer blade and the
spinner surface at the juncture of the propeller blade and
spinner is very small (fig. 1) but is not sealed.

PBOPELLER BLADES

The NACA design numbers are descriptive of the shape,
size, and aerod~amic characteristics of the blades used in
this investigation. The digits of the first group of numbem
represent the propeller diameter in feet; the number in the

. first parentheses is ten times the basic design lift coefficient
at the 0.7 radius; the number in the second parentheses is
the thickness ratio (in hundredths) at the 0.7 radius; and
the digits in the third group give the solidity of one blade
(in hundredths or thousandths for two or three digits, re-
spectively) expressed as the ratio of the blade chord at the
0.7 radius to the circumference of the circle having a radius
0.7 of the propeller-tip radius.

The blades used in the investigation of blade+ection cam-
ber are the NACA 10-(3)(08)-03 (low camber), NACA
10-(5) (08)-03 (medium camber), and NACA 10-(10)(08)-03
(high camber). These blades are identical except for” the
di.fTerencein blade-section design lift ceefbient or camber
and n slight difference in pitch distribution as shown in
figure 4, which gives the blade-form curves. Figure 5 is a

photograph of a typical set of the test blades. The NAOA
16-serie3blade sections (ref. 4) were used, and eflicient air-
foil sections extend to the spinner which has a diameter
21.7 percent of the diameter of a 10-foot propeller.

Figure 6 shows the blade section and theoretical pressure
distribution at the 0.7 radius for each blade design, Tho
theoretical pressure distributions were computed for a lift
coefficient of 0.5 by the method described in reference 6.
The angle of attack (shown in fig. 6) corresponding to this
lift coefficient is di.ilerent for each blade design rmd gives
some indication of changes in airfoil characteristics caused
by the diihent cambers. Obviously, the high peak pres-
sures caused by operating these airfoils at lift coefficients
for which they were not de+gned would be expected to lower
the critical Mach number and seriously affect efficient opera-
tion at high speeds.

TESTS AND REDUCTION OF DATA

Thrust, torque, and rotational speed were measumcl
during tests at fixed blade angles of 20°, 26°, 30°, 36°, 40°,
45°, 50°, and 55° at the three-quwlwr blade (46-inch)
radius. A constmt rotational speed was used for most of the

( -%)
tests, and a range of advance ratio J— was covered by

changing the tunnel airspeed, which could be vmied from
about 60 to 500 miles per hour. The range of blade angles
covered at the various rotational speeds used in the testa
of the NACA 10-(10) (08)–03 propeller is shown in tablo I.
SimiIar information, together with figure numbers, is also
show-n in table I for the NACA 10-(3)(08)-03 and NACA
10-(5) (08)-03 propellers as taken from references 1 and 2.
At the higher blade angles, the complete range of advance
ratio could not be covered at the higher rotational speeds

TABLE I

RAINGE OF BLADE A2\TGLE AND ROTATIONAL SPEED FOR
NACA PROPELLER TESTS

Rota-
t3gm13 z Blade@eat 0.76mdh?,ham, dog

rpm

iNAOA 10-(10)(U3)-03momlk

NAOA 10-(S)(CQ-CL3Prc@ler (II@ @Md m frommf.2)
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because of power limitations. In order to obtain propeller
chrwcteristics at maximum tunnel airspeeds, a blade angle
(46°) was chosen for which the peak-efficiency operating
condition could be attained when the tunnel airspeed was
at or near the masimum and the dynamometer was operating
at its maximum power and rotational speed. For these
te~ts, at a blade angle of460 the rotational speed was varied
to obtain data from the peak-efficiency condition to the zero-
torque operating condition.

The test data have been corrected for tunnel-wall inter-
ference and for forces acting on the spinner by the methods
described in reference 1 and are presented in the form of the
usual thrust and power coefficients and propeller efficiency.
I?ropeller thrust, as used herein, is defined as the shaft
tension caused by the spinner-to-tip part of the blades
rotating in the air stream. Tests were frequently repeated
during the test program, and the results obtained agreed
with the results presented within 1 percent. For purposw of
comparison, therefore, the data are considered accurate to
within 1 percent, and the faired envelopes are believed to be
accurate to within much closer limits..

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CHAI?AOTERIS’ITCS OF THJ3NACA IO-(IO)0w03 PROPELLER

Faired curves of thrust coefficient, power coefficient, and
propeller efficiency plotted against advance ratio are pre-
sented in figures 7 to 13 for the two-blade NACA 10–
(10) (08)-03 propeller. Test points are shown in the figures
for thrust and power coefficients. The variation of air-
stream Mach number and helical tip Mach number with
advance ratio is shown in the figures for the propeller
efficiency.

The envelope curves of propeller efficiency at the diiferent
test rotational speeds are shown in figure i4 for the two-
blade NACA 10-(10)(08)-03 propeller. The curves for
this propeller show high efficiencies at the lower rotational
speeds where the adverse effects of compressibility are small.
At a rotational speed of 1140 rpm, the envelope efficiency is
above 0.90 for a range of advance ratio from 1.6 to 3.2. At
the higher rotational speeds the envelope eiliciencies become
lCSS,and at 2160 rpm the maximum efficiency reached is
about 0.75 at an advance ratio of 0.9.

In figure 15 the envelope efficiency of the two-blade NACA
10-(10) (08)-03 propeller at a rotational speed of 1350 rpm
is compared with the optimum efficiency of a two-blade
propeller with ,tie Betz minimum induced-energy-loss
loading. The curve of optimum efficiency was calculated
by a method neglecting all proiile-drag losses (ref. 6) for a
two-blade propeller operating at the same values of power
coefficient as were obtained with the NACA 10-(10)(08)-03
propeller. The curves in figure 15 indicnte that the induced
losses amount to about 6 percent and the profile-drag
losses amount to about 3 percent at the advance ratio of
2.1 to 2.2 for which the propeller was designed. The highest
efficiency (approximately 0.91) reflects the importance of
designing for u minimum induced-energy-loss loading and of
using efficient airfoil sections from the spinner surface to the
propeller tip.
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Results from tests of the full-scale propeller are compared
in figure 16 with results from the tests of a model propeller
(NACA 4-(10)(08)-03) presented in reference 3. This
comparison shows that, over a range of advance ratio from
0.8 to 2.1, the dMerence in envelope efficiency for the model
and full-scale propellers is 1 percent or less and is perhaps
within the limits of experimental accuracy of the two sets of
data.

\
EmPECr OF CAMBER ON PROPEIJ,ER EPPICIENCY, POWER AND THRUST

The envelope efficiencies of the NACA 10-(3) (08)-03 (low
camber), NACA 10-(5)(08)-03 (medium camber), and
NACA 10-(1 O)(08)–03 (high camber) propellers are com-
pared in figure 17 for a rotatiomd speed of 1350 rpm. Com-
parisons at other rotational speeds are similar (except at the
highest speeds) and are therefore not shown. The curves in
figure 17 show that the medium-camber propeller has the
highest envelope efficiency over most of the range of advance
ratio, and the high-camber propeller has the lowest envelope
efEciency over the entire rarge of advance ratio. The
medium-camber propeller is 2X to 3 percent more efficient
than the low-camber propeller near the design value of ad-
vance ratio, and the high-camber propeller is IX to 2 percent
less efficient than the lo~-mmber propeller near the design
value of advance ratio.

A comparison of the three propellers based solely on en-
velope efficiency may be misleading,however, because of
their dif7erent power-absorption qualities. As pointed out
in reference 3, the primary effect of using propeller blades of
incrensed design camber (increased design lift coefficient) is
to increase the power absorbed by the blades as well as to
increase the thrust. This incr~wsein thrust and power is
illustrated in figure 18 which shows the thrust and power co-
efficients of the three propellers at a blade angle of450 and a
rotational speed of 1350 rpm. At this rotational speed and
an advance ratio (2.2) near the design value, the medium-
camber propeller absorbs 30 percent more power and pro-
duces 33 percent more thrust than the low-camber propeller.
For the same operating condition the high-camber propeller
absorbs 83 percant more power and produces 80 percent
more thrust than the low-camber propeller. These large
increases in power absorption and thrust for the high-camber
propeller are produced with no increwe in propeller -weight
and with efficiency losses comp~-ed with the medium-camber
and low-camber propellers of only 4 and 1X percent, respec-
tively.

The fact that the medium-camber propeller is more effi-
cient than either the low-camber or high-camber propellers
indicates the possibility of a propeller with an optimum de-
sign camber. Figure 19 shows the variation of the thrust
and power coefficients and the efficiency of the test propellers
with the design lift coefficient at the 0.7 radius. For a rota-
tional speed of 1350 rpm and a desi=mblade angle of 45° (fig.
19(a)) mtium efficiency is indicated for blades having a
design lift coeiiicient at the 0.7 radius of 0.45 to 0.60, pro-
vided lNACA 16-seriessections are used. However, for cmes
in which high power absorption is desired it maybe necessruy
to use l@her design lift coefficients. The adverse effects of
compressibility, which must also be kept in mind, are indi-
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cated by the curves in @ure 19(a) for operation at a constant
rotational speed of 1600 rpm.

For conditions of operation in which the blade sections are
likely to be stalled, the use of highly cambered blade sections
is very efficacious. Figure 19(b) shows the effect of design
lift coefficient on the propeller characteristic for operation
at a blade angle of 35°, a rotational speed of 1140 rpm, and
an advance ratio of 1.1. For this climb condition of opera-
tion, the medium-camber propeller absorbs 5.4 percent more
power, produces 10 percent more thrust, and is about 4 per-
cent more efficient than the low-camber propeller. The
high-umber propeller absorbs 24 percent more power, pro-
duces 31 percent more thrust, and is 5 pereent more &cierit
thrm the low-camber propeller. For the condition of opera-
tion shown in figure 19(b), the highest efficiency is indicated
for blades having a design lift &eilicient at the 0.7 radius of
0.75 to 0.95, provided NACA 16-series sections are used.
The curves in figure 19 imlhte the importance of choosing
the correct blade-section camber to meet operational re-
quirements.

A consideration of the theoretical pressure distributions
shown in figure 6 indicates that maximum efficiency for
operation at a given lift coeilicient should occur when the
section has a design lift coefficient equal to the operating
lift coefficient. This fact is shown to be true by a single-
sta,tion analysis of camber effects presented in reference 3
rmd explains the increase in efficiency with increase in design
camber for conditions of operation such as take-off and
climb where high lift coeflkienta are necessary. Figure 20
shows the variation of e.fiiciency -with thrust coefficient for
the teat propellers at a rotational speed of 1140 rpm and a
blade angje of 45°. These curves show the range of thrust
coefficient for eiiicient operation for each of the blade designs.
Although the high-camber propeller has a lower maximum
efficiency, it has an extensive range of thrust coei%cientafor
efiicient operation. This result may be explained by the
fact that blade sections with high design camber can operate
at high lift coefficients at much lower anglea of attack tham
blade sections with low design camber; thus stalled conditions
may be eliminated. The blade sections with low design
camber must operate at l@h angles of attack to produce
high thrust cmfiicients and may become stalled; the profle-
drag losses are thus increased.

ETPECT OF CARDER ON CONSTANT.POWEE PROP~ OPERATION

Airplane propellers often operate over amextensive range
of advance ratio at constant rotational speed and torque.
Since blade-section design camber aflects the power-absorp-
tion qualities of a propeller, the data have been analyzed at
several values of constanhpower coeilkient for a rotational
speed of 1140 rpm. The results of this analysis, presented
in figure 21, provide a better comparison of the efhciency of
the three test propellers than one based on advance ratio
alone. For constant value5 of the power coticient from
0.1 to 0.2 the mediurmc.amberpropeller is the most efficient
for the greatest range of advance ratio. However, at low
values of advance ratio corresponding to take-off and climb,
the high-camber propeller is the most eflicient, particu$rly
at the higher power coefhcients. For a power eoeiliciaut of

0.15 (0.075per blade) and an advance ratio of 1.1 (fig. 21(b)),
the high-camber propeller haa an efficiency of 83.5 percent,
The corresponding eiiiciency for the medium+unber pro-
peller is only 76.5 percent.

k general, the high-camber propeller is more efficient
than the medium-camber propeller up to values of advance
ratio approximately 10 times the value of the power coefE-
cient, and this result is in agreement with results obtained
in the model tests of reference 3. The medium-camber
propeller is more eilicient than the low-camber propeller up
to an advance ratio of 3.4 for a power coefficient of 0.1
(@. 21(a)), but the eflioiency of the higher cambered pro-
peller is reduced at high advance ratios. These results
show that a compromise must be made in the selection of
blade-section design camber to obtain the highest overall
diciency. A blade-section design lift coefficient between
0.5 and 1.0 is indicated, but the adveme effects of com-
pressibility encountered at high speeds may demand a lowor
camber.

I@PECT OF COMPRE9SIEILITY ON PEOPEM.ER CHARACTEXUSTICS

The familiar loss in maximum efficiency due to compressi-
bility is shown in figure 22 for the three test propellers at a
blade angle of 45°. The medium-camber propeller is the
most eflicient up to a helical tip Mach number of 0.9. I?rom
a helical tip Mach number of 0.9 to 1.14 the e5ciency of
both the low-camber and medium-camber propellers drops
from 0.92 to approximately 0.72. The high-camber pro-
peller has the lowest ticiency over the entire range of helical
tip Mach numbers; its efficiency drops from 0.90 to 0.73
over a range of helical tip Mach number from 0.86 to 1.03.
This low ticiency of the high-camber propeller prevents
its use for eflicient high-speed operation.

Siice the lower efficiency of the high-camber propeller
might be due in part to the higher power absorbed, a com-
parison based on equal power absorption was made. This
comparison is shown in figure 23 for a power coefficient of
0.13 and illustrates again the superiority of the low-camber
and medium-camber propellers for high helical tip speeds.
The power coefficient for mtium efficiency of the high-
c.amberpropeller is considerably higher than 0.13, however,
and the comparison made in figure 23 favors the low-camber
and medium-camber propellers. If a higher power coefE-
cient had been chosen for this comparison, the low-camber
and medium-camber propellers would have to operate at
high angles of attack, which tends to cause earlier and more
extensive compressibility losses. Beoause of the power limi-
tations previously m?ntioned, a comparison could not be
made at high helieal tip speeds for constant-power coefficients
higher than 0.13. However, a consideration of the curves
in figures 10(c) and 19(a) for a rotational speed of 1600 rpm
indicates that a propeller having a dmign lift coefficient (at
the 0.7 radius) of 0.8 might have a high efficiency &t fairly
high Mach numbers. The interpolated values show that
such a propeller could operate at a helical tip Mach number
of about 0.94 (air-stream Mach number of 0.64) with a
thrust c.oeflicient of 0.069, a power coe5cient of 0.169, and
an efficiency of 0.90. This result shows that the large power-
absorbing qualities of high-camber propellers make them
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useful for conditions of operation at which high thrust is
required at moderate speeds.

An examination of the thrust and power coefficients of
propellers operating when the effects of compressibility are
present should provide abetter understanding of the problem.
In figure 24 the thrust and power coefficients for maximum
efficiency me plotted against helical tip Mach number for
the three test propellers at a blade angle of 45°. Although
the scarcity of data prevents a detite establishment of the
critical Mach numbem, the curves in figure 24 were drawn
to illustrate the trends indicated by the data. The curves
are somewhat similar to plots of the variation of airfoil lift
coefficient with Mach number for constant angles of attack
and show that increases in thrust and power coefficient occur
just before the critical Mach number is reached. After the
critical hInch number is reached, there is a marked decrease
in both thrust and power coefficients up to a helical tip
Mach number of approximately 1.0. At this helical tip
Mach number near 1.0 the thrust and power coefficients
begin to increase again. It is interesting to note that, al-
though the curves in figure 24 show that the critical tip
Mach number is lowered by an increase in blade-section
design camber, the Mach number at which recovery of thrust
occurs is lower for the high-camber propeller than for the.
Iow-mmber propeller.

The increases in thrust and power coefficients which occur
before the critical Mach number is reached maybe utilized
to improve take-off characteristic, because for this condition
of operation a large portion of the blade operatea at relatively
high Mach numbers even at low forward speeds. However,
increasing the blade-section d&gn camber is a more effec-
tive means of improving both the take-off and climb char-
ncteristiw of propellem. The results (fig. 22) show that
the blade-section design lift coefficient may be increased up
to a value of 1.0 at the 0.7 radius with the attainment of
maximum propeller efficiencies aa high as 90 percent if the
helical tip Mach number is kept below 0.85. It should be
kept in mind, however, that these rcauhtsapply only to pro-
pellers having a minimum induced-energy-loss loading
with efficient airfoil sections extending inboard to the spinner
surface.

CONCLUSIONS

wind-tunnel tests of a full-scale two-blade NACA 10-
(10) (08)-03 (high camber) propeller have been made for a
range of blade angles from 20° to 55° at airspeeds up to
500 miles per hour. The results of these tests and com-
parisons with rcaults obtained from previous teats of the
NACA 10-(3)(08)-03 (low camber) and NACA 10-(5) (08)-
03 (medium mmber) propellers led to the followiag con-
clusions:

1, Increasing the blade-section camber is a very effective
means of increasing the thrust and power coefficients of a
propeller. At a rotational speed of 1350 rpm near the de-
sign condition of operation (blade angle at 0.75 radius equal
to 46° and advance ratio equal to 2.2) the medium-camber
propeller absorbed 30 percent more power and produced 33
percent more thrust than the low-camber propeller. For

the same operating condition, the high-camber propeller
absorbed 83 percent more power and produced 80 percent
more thrust than the low-camber propeller.

2. For cruise and high-speed conditions of operation at
subcritical Mach numbers, maximum propeller eiliciency is
indicated for blades having a design lift coefficient (design
camber) at the 0.7 radius of 0.45 to 0.60, provided NACA
16-series sections are used. Although blades with higher
design lift coeilicients have a lower mtium eiliciency
they have a more extensive range of thrust coeilicients
for eflicient operation.

3. For take-off and climb condititms of operation at low
advance ratios and Mach numbers, the propeller with a high
design lift coficient is much more eflicient than the pro-
peller with lower design lift coefficients. For a power co-
dlicient of 0.15 (0.075 per blade) and an advance ratio of
1.1, the high-camber propeller has an efEciency of 83.5
percent. The corresponding efficiency for the medium-
camber propeller is only 76.5 percent.

4. The blade-section design lift coeflkient of the NACA
16-series airfoils may be increased up to a value of 1.0 at the
0.7 radius with the attainment of mtium propeller ef-
ficiencies as high aa 90 percent if the helical tip Mach number
is kept below 0.85.

5. At helical tip Mach nurnbera up to 1.14 the maximum
efficiency at the design blade angle of 45° is higher for the
low-camber and medium-camber propellers than for the high-
camber propeller. The high-camber propeller, however, is
useful for conditions of operation at which high thrust is
required at moderate speeds.

6. The critical tip Mach number is lowered by an increase
in blade-section design camber, but the supertitiud tip
Mach number at which recove~ of thrust occurs is lower
for the high-camber propeller than for the low-camber
propeller.

LANG~BY&RO~AUTICALLABCIRATORY
NATIONALADV-ISORYCOMMI~ED FORAERONAUTICS

LANGLEYl?mLD,VA., May 6, 19.f8,
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FIGURE I-l.-Envelope efficiency of ATACA 10-(10)(08)-03 propeller
at varioua rotational speeds.
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FIGURE 15.—Comparison of the envelope efficiency of NACA 10-(10)
(08)-03 propeller at 1350 rpm with the optimum efficiency of a
two-blade propeller with the Betz loading.
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FIGUBE 16.—Comparison of envelope &ciency. for NACA
10-(10) (08)-03 and 440) (0S)-03PrO@eIS-
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FIGUIiE I%.—The variation of envelope efficionoy wdth .advance

ratio for propellera having different design lift coefflolonts.
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FIcium 20.-The variationof effioienaywith thrustcoefficientfor ‘
propellemhaving different design lift coeftlcients.Rotational
speed,1140rpm;AT6B=4S0.
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Advance mtio, J

(a) Cp=O.10.
(b) CI.=0.15. .
(u) Cr=o.xl

FIQUEE 21.—The &ioienoy of propellers having difTerent design lift
coeffio~ents and operating at constant power coefficients and a
constant rotational speed of 1140 rprm
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FIGURE 23.-The effeot of oompmmibfity on the offloienoy of pro-
pellers having different d~ign lift coefficients and oporating nt a
constant power coefficient of 0.13. 190.TSE=450.
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FIG- 24.—The effect of compressibility on the thrust and powor
coefficients for masimum efflcienoy of propellers having different
dtign lift coefficients. 190.Tsx=45”.

FK+UEE 22.—The effect of compressibility on the maximum efficiency
of propellem having different design lift coefficients. B0.nE=450.


